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Meadowridge Academy had an amazing Easter weekend 

filled with: 

 Easter Baskets for everyone filled with treats 

 An Easter Egg Hunt that spanned the entire campus 

and included over 200 hidden eggs 

 An Easter Feast for all our students 

 Meadowridge is a homelike environment where we 

celebrate together and bake together! 

 

On the morning of April 1st, the 

Easter Bunny stopped by! 
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The Terrier TimesThe Terrier TimesThe Terrier Times   

Pikachu came to visit! 



Caption describing picture or 

graphic. 

Apri l  was  Act ion Packed with  Fun!  

Our Students got to see 

one of the first Red Sox 

games of the season. 

They  braved unusually 

cold  April weather and 

got to see the Sox play 

amidst a historic win 

streak! 

Wacky Wednesdays in 

Art class engage        

students in project 

based assignments that 

help teach skills like 

self-regulation, team-

work,  and problem 

solving! 



Pictured: Assistant Clinical Director Erin Lunn and  our wonderful intern, Hawa, 

celebrating her nomination for JRI Intern of the year! 

Meadowridge Academy helps train the clinicians of tomorrow through unique 

field study opportunities that include expert supervision and amazing trainings! 

By interning at Meadowridge Academy, Masters students are getting an             

experience that will prepare them to be talented clinicians in the future. 

On School Break our        

students got to enjoy    

hiking trips to purgatory 

chasm, chocolate factory 

tours, the basketball hall 

of fame, and duck boat 

adventures in Boston! 

Off campus adventures and activities help our students explore their 

sense of self and discover who they want to grow into . We offer our 

students daily opportunities to try new things and develop new skills! 



Meet Max 

Breed: Labrador mixed with no idea 

Age: 1 year old (YAY! He’s officially single digit) 

Favorite Food: Plastic stuff from the garbage 

Skills:  lounging on couches, chairs, and chaise’s, bones, ball, running in circles, 

swimming, being called a bad boy even though he’s a good boy 

Favorite Musician: those guys that sing that “Party Rocker” song 

Childhood Hero: Wreck it Ralph or Neil Armstrong 

Favorite Movie: Fast and the Furious: Tokyo Drift 

Favorite Activity with Students: Chilling on the couch and showing them all the 

toys I keep in my basket 

Meadowridge Academy 
utilizes Animal Assisted 

Therapy. The                 
incorporation of  

animals into existing 
therapeutic practices 

has proven to create an 
atmosphere of calm  

empathy where a       
student feels safe and 
capable of exploring 

their best self. 


